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Neatness counts
Penchant for organizing grows into tidy business
purchases for them.
Thompson's penchant for putting any
hodgepodge into order goes back to her
he buzz of an unexpected visitor childhood. While growing up in
at the door turns some people into Chicago's Norwood Park community,
whirling dervishes. But not she could not resist an organizational
Monica Thompson, a 26-year-old challenge, she says.
entrepreneur who has turned an inclina"I used to take our garage apart at
tion for organization into a new busi- home, tear it up and put it all back
ness.
together. I would not stop until everyWhen others are rushing breathlessly thing was in its place, until everything
about, gathering the clutter of their lives was perfect." Thompson says. "I enand stuffing it out of sight--under the
bed, into a drawer or into the deep, dark
recess of a closet--Thompson is cool and
collected.
Coming across an old
In her North Lake Shore Drive condophotograph, a letter or
minium, everything is orderly and in a
other memento that
place that makes functional sense.
"I'm ultra-organized.I've alwaysbeen
brings back an old
this way," says Thompson.
memory often stops
To prove her claim, she opens her
closets and drawers without hesitation.
people from continuing
Items are neatly placed, stacked, folded
and sorting and
or otherwise ordered. In the cabinet beneath the bathroom sink, cosmetics she
organizing that they had,
uses often are in front, while those she
with all good intentions,
needs rarely are kept in the back.
Thompson's business is aptly called
started.
"Chaos To Order." Since starting it in
October of 1991,she has discovered that
people are willing to pay her between
$40 and $60 an hour to think about such joyed finding ways to fit everything into
seemingly simple matters as how to or- little spaces."
ganize that space between the bathroom
Many people long for a streamlined
sink so that it is workable and orderly. experience, devoid of disarray and
The hourly cost of the job depends on jumble. But many feel they do not have
its complexity. Simple sorting would be the time, the inclination or the ability to
less costly than installing new shelves, attain it, even though, according to
for example. Clients are also charged for Thompson, being organized has many
any racks or containers that Thompson emotional benefits, too.
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"A lot of people feel stress because
they are disorganized.Being orderly puts
you at ease, it reduces stress. You save
time looking for things. It's a psychological thing. It's sort of a relief," she
says.
!
Easy does it
Heidi Bess, one of Thompson's clients, has seen how Thompsonusessimple
strategiesand everyday tools to improve
her organization.
In the laundry room, Bess says that
Thompson "put my Bounce on a paper
towel holder. It's so easy, but I wouldn't
have thought of it."
Bess' problem is common: She keeps
just about everything.
"17materriblesaver,but Monicamakes
me throw things out," Bess says. "If I
haven't worn something in the last six
months, she tells me to get rid of it."
Thompson's philosophy is that6'ifyou
haven't worn it for a whole season, give
it to someone who will use it."
Bess also finds that she is easily sidetracked when she tries on her own to put
order into her things.
"I'll start going through things, but
maybe I'll run across an old letter or
something and I'll think, 'Well, I should
give that friend a call. '"
Coming across an old photograph, a
letter or other memento that brings back
an old memory often stops people from
continuing the sorting and organizing
that they had, with all good intentions,
started, says Thompson.
"I work a lot faster because I'm not
emotionally attached to their things,"
she says. "Sometimes it's emotionally

